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California Faucets Introduces Mulholland—
Part of a New StyleDrain® Collection by Beverly 

Hills Interior Designer Christopher Grubb
Inspired by the twists and turns of L.A.’s iconic Mulholland Drive,  

Mulholland™ StyleDrain brings the finishing touch to today’s luxury showers

(Huntington Beach, CA, November 14, 2019) California Faucets 
introduces Mulholland StyleDrain, the first of four new drain  
styles by renowned Beverly Hills interior designer Christopher 
Grubb for the company’s patented, award-winning StyeDrain® 
collection. Inspired by the dramatic curves that overlook Los 
Angeles along famed Mulholland Drive, Mulholland StyleDrain 
invites architects, designers, and homeowners to make a stylized 
statement in the shower. Offered in 28 finishes, including non-
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tarnish and ultra-durable Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD), 
Mulholland blends beautifully while reflecting the artful allure of its 
surroundings, from Hollywood glam to urban modern.

“With its labyrinth of twists and turns, Mulholland represents the 
essence of Christopher’s new StyleDrain designs. It’s fresh and 
modern, yet versatile enough to work with just about any style of 
decor,” says Noah Taft, California Faucets Senior Vice President of 
Marketing and Sales. Like all four of the distinctive new designs, Taft 
notes that Mulholland features the international award-winning 
interior designer’s signature architectural flair. 

“Mulholland StyleDrain is like a piece of jewelry for the shower. It 
gives you that beauty-is-in-the-details touch. And just as jewelry can 
be worn in both formal and casual ways, Mulholland can be ‘dressed 
up’ or ‘dressed down’ depending on the selected finish,” explains 
Christopher Grubb, President/Founder of Arch-Interiors Design 
Group, who has been specifying the most standout bath details for 
his luxury-loving clientele for over 25 years. 

More than just a pretty accessory, Mulholland’s spiral decorative 
grid design is made of solid brass. Its durable construction won’t 
bend underfoot, plus with no visible screws and a handcrafted finish, 
StyleDrain is comfortable to stand on. 

Measuring 5 ¼" sq., Mulholland StyleDrain lists from $239 in Polished 
Chrome to $382 in a premium finish such as Black Nickel. 

About California Faucets
At California Faucets we believe in 
artisan hands, not mass production. 
Since 1988, our factory in Huntington 
Beach has manufactured handcrafted 
bath products available in  
28 finishes that can be easily 
customized or purchased exactly as 
shown in our catalog. We proudly 
provide the latest in bath and shower 
technology with innovations such 
as StyleDrain®, StyleTherm®, and 
ZeroDrain®. These groundbreaking 
innovations turn utilitarian products 
into beautiful design statements and 
are the heart of our ever-evolving 
line of bath faucets, shower fittings, 
luxury drains, and accessories. We’ve 
also applied the same handcrafted 
quality and custom options to a 
full line of kitchen faucets. Our 
Kitchen Collection combines 
Italian design with California 
craftsmanship and offers a full 
range of matching accessories for 
a thoroughly coordinated look. For 
more information about California 
Faucets call 800-822-8855 or visit 
CaliforniaFaucets.com.
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Mulholland in Carbon PVD finish
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